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1 - EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Becker Structural Engineers/Thornton Tomasetti (BSE/TT) has been retained by the City of Augusta to 
provide a condition assessment of the Dickman Parking Garage. The goal of the assessment is to establish 
the current condition of the structure, prioritize repairs, provide an opinion of probable repair costs and 
prepare a maintenance plan to keep this facility in good condition. 
 
The Dickman Parking Garage consists of a single elevated level with a total of 156 spaces, including the 
ground level spaces.  The garage was constructed in 2004 and was designed by WBRC Architects Engineers 
as the Architect of Record and Desman Associates as the Structural Engineer of Record.  The original 
architectural and structural engineering drawings are dated March 5, 2004.  The garage was originally 
designed for two additional levels. The structure consists of pretopped precast/prestressed double tee 
(DT) deck supported on precast/prestressed concrete spandrels and columns that were manufactured in 
a plant, transported to the site and erected. Because these precast concrete components are joined 
together in the field, the connections and waterproofing of the joints are critical to the long-term 
performance of the garage. Especially vulnerable are the horizontal joints between adjacent DTs and the 
joints between spandrel beams and the ends of the DTs.   
 
BSE/TT visited the site May 23 and July 11, 2019 to visually observe the garage conditions and perform 
material testing. In general, we found the Dickman garage to be in poor to fair condition.  There are a 
number maintenance and repairs items that need to be completed to ensure the long-term integrity of 
the garage.   
 
The DTs serve as the driving surface for the vehicular traffic. Protecting the concrete is important to 
maintaining the integrity of the structure and extending the service life of the parking structure. When 
the surface deteriorates, water, chlorides and other elements can infiltrate the concrete and result in 
corrosion of the embedded reinforcement. Proper maintenance of the parking deck and joint sealants 
help to decrease these effects. Providing a consistent, uniform and sound concrete deck with adequate 
drainage will help reduce moisture and chloride infiltration into the concrete.  
 
The City of Augusta provided BSE/TT with the original architectural and structural engineering drawings 
and a “Site Visit Report” dated January 19, 2005 prepared by Desman Associates.  It is believed that a 
single repair phase (date currently not known) to address cracks in the DT flanges was completed since 
the garage opened in 2004.  The city has closed the elevated level to vehicles and pedestrians because of 
the current conditions.   

As part of a comprehensive plan for the Dickman parking garages we recommend the following repair 
priorities:  
 
High Priority Repairs:  We recommend that these items be completed to address the critical structural 
supporting elements and life safety items. After these items are complete the upper level can be reopened 
to vehicular and pedestrian traffic.   

 Rout and seal precast DT non-structural cracks 
 Gravity feed and epoxy crack inject DT flange cracks 
 Install overhead flange supporting steel at cracked flanges 
 Repair spalled DT joint edges 
 Grind down DT to DT edge tripping hazards. 
 Replace expansion joint from slab on grade ramp to elevated deck 
 Repair DT-DT shear connections 
 Replace all DT joint sealants 
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 Reinstall slipping DT bearing pads 
 Repair potholes and delaminated/spalled concrete in DT surfaces 
 Install headache bar at entrance to elevated deck 
 Clear clogged drains and remove all debris from deck surfaces 

 
Moderate Priority Repairs:  These items are important to prevent further water and chloride infiltration 
and the acceleration of on-going deterioration and durability issues. We recommend that they be 
addressed in a reasonable time frame, but less urgent in nature than the items listed above: 

 Repair/replace delaminated CIP concrete washes 
 Repair cracks/spalls in DT stems 
 Replace sealant around columns and spandrels 
 Repair DT lifting loops pockets 
 Seal top of column and spandrel lifting loop pockets and column extension pockets 
 Apply concrete sealer and corrosion inhibitor to DT surfaces 
 Restripe all deck markings 
 Pavement and slab on grade pothole repairs 
 Install additional drains at areas of ponding 
 Replace cracked/broken/leaking drain leaders 
 Replace/relocate lighting 
 Repair exposed electrical wiring 
 Repair spalls in stair tower wall and stair framing 
 Replace stair door and frames 
 Repair expansion joints around stair tower 
 Replace stair tower vertical sealant joints 

 
Low Priority Repairs:  These items are either cosmetic in nature or not critical to the parking structure. 
Nonetheless, they are important for overall maintenance reasons: 

 Crack inject foundation walls at leaking cracks  
 Clean the façade 
 Clean prime and paint bollards 
 Clean prime and paint stair handrails and steel elements 
 Replace joint sealant in stair tower  
 Replace stair tower roof downspouts 
 Remove graffiti some stair tower wall surfaces 

 
It is our opinion that the expected current cost to implement all these repairs would be approximately 
$672k if completed in a single phase.  You have indicated that you would like to complete all the repairs 
in a single phase starting in the Spring of 2021.  During years 3 through 10, an annual maintenance and 
repair budget should be implemented to address leaks in joint sealant/deck and perform any deck repairs.  
Joint sealants have a life expectancy of around 7 years and will have to be replaced at that time.   A 
breakdown of this projection can be found in Appendix A. 
 
Finally, the long-term success of these repairs will be greatly improved with the implementation of a 
maintenance plan to protect your investment in the parking structure. This should include: 

1. Regular review and cleaning of deck drains and leaders. 
2. Bi-annual power-wash of the parking structures. 
3. Annual joint sealant repair budget. 
4. Annual review for concrete spalls and delamination’s. 
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2 – DESCRIPTION OF STRUCTURE  
 
The Dickman garage was constructed in 2004 and was designed for two additional levels using the 1999 
BOCA National Building Code. The single level parking deck has parking for 156 passenger vehicles, and is 
bounded by Oak St. to the North, Winthrop St to the South, Dickman St to the east, and a rising hill with 
residential houses to the west.  The entrance to the garage is off Dickman St.  The garage consists of two 
bays with two-way traffic and a row of parking on each side of the travel lane.  Stair towers are located at 
the Northeast and Southeast corners of the parking garage and are constructed of precast concrete walls 
and tread/risers with curtain walls facing each street.    

 
A plan view of the elevated level and slab on grade ramp is shown in Figure 1. The elevated floor deck is 
composed of precast double tee (DT), that were fabricated in a plant and shipped to the site. The DTs are 
supported by the foundation walls and precast concrete spandrel beams.  The spandrel beams are 
supported by precast concrete columns. The DTs span between 60 feet and are typically 12 feet wide. The 
decks are enclosed by precast concrete spandrels with a brick masonry inlay. The exterior views of each 
elevation are shown below. See photos 1-4.  Cross-sectional views identifying the garages structural 
elements are shown in Figure 2.   

Figure 1 – Level 2 Plan 
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Photo 3 – South Elevation. Photo 4 – North Elevation Overlooking Garage. 

Photo 1 – East and South Elevation. Photo 2 – East and North Elevation. 

Figure 2 - Typical elevated parking deck section. 
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3 – DOCUMENT REVIEW 

The City of Augusta provided the original architectural and structural engineering drawings which are 
dated March 5, 2004.  WBRC Architects Engineers was the Architect of Record and Desman Associates 
was the Structural Engineer of Record.  The garage was designed in accordance with the 1999 BOCA 
National Building Code and designed for a live load of 50 pounds per square foot and design snow load of 
50.40 pounds per square foot.   
 
It should be noted that the construction drawings are not as-built drawings.  Details found in the field may 
not match the details shown on the construction drawings.  It is not uncommon for a precast concrete 
fabricator to modify connection details based on the fabricator’s shop practices and preferences. These 
modifications would have been reflected on the shop drawings and were subject to the engineer of 
records review. As-built drawings of the parking structure were not provided for TT/BSE’s review.  
 
A “Site Visit Report” dated January 19, 2005 was prepared by Desman Associates to address cracks that 
had formed in the DT flanges shortly after it was constructed.  Based on the conclusions in the report, the 
cracks occurred because of overloading of the DT flanges during snow removal.  A large front loader 
equipment had been regularly used to clear snow from the elevated deck surfaces.  The recommendation 
in the report was to stop all use of the front-end loader and other heavy equipment, not to stockpile snow 
on the elevated deck and limit the use of sodium/calcium chloride deicers. The recommended repairs 
included gravity feeding/pressure injecting epoxy into the DT flange cracks.  The epoxy pressure injection 
was completed, though the date of the repairs is not known.  Based on our conversations we have had 
with the City of Augusta in preparation of this report, the use of the front-end loader and other large snow 
removal equipment has continued through the winter of 2018/19.   
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4 – FIELD INVESTIGATION  
 
Visits were made to the site on May 23 and July 11, 2019 to perform a chain drag of the CIP concrete, 
conduct visual reviews of the parking structure components, façade and collect concrete samples for 
chloride testing.  A summary of our observations is provided in this section of the assessment.  
 
4.1 Precast Concrete Double Tees 
Precast DTs form the driving surface for the parking structure. The DT to DT shear connection detail is 
shown in Figure 3. The connection consists of stainless steel ‘Vector Connector’ cast into the flange of the 
DT. After the DTs were installed, a stainless-steel erection plate or alternatively a stainless-steel round bar 
was field welded to each embedded ‘Vector Connection’. Sealant installed along the full length of the 
longitudinal joint protects the steel connections from direct contact with moisture. Current practice in 
new parking garages is to use stainless steel plates and bars for additional corrosion protection.  For this 
connection to function properly the welds should not extend the full length of the embedded face plate. 
If this is done it greatly reduces the ductility of the connection and can cause cracking and leaking of the 
joint. 
 

 
The DT to DT shear connections serve multiple purposes. One is to transfer vertical load from one DT to 
the adjacent DT as a vehicle drives across the deck, another is to link adjacent DTs together to form 
horizontal diaphragms that transfer lateral wind and seismic loads the foundation walls and columns. We 
removed sealant from the joints to inspect some of the connections and found several of the welds had 
started to crack likely caused by overloading of the connection.  The failure of these connections could 
potentially cause the adjacent connections to fail in a zipper effect and could potentially lead to failure of 
the flange. Connection failures also typically lead to tearing/leaking of the joint sealant because there is 
too much movement for the joint sealant.   
 

Figure 3 – Vector DT – DT shear connection.  
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There are several joint edge concrete failures exposing connections and perimeter reinforcement and 
should be repaired to prevent further damage. Large potholes have formed in the DT surfaces and should 
be repaired as they present tripping hazards to pedestrians.   
 

 
DT Joints 
Slightly uneven surfaces between the DT to DT 
edges were observed at several locations.  A small 
difference in the surface elevations can create a 
tripping hazard and the potential for snowplows to 
catch the edge and spall/damage the concrete.  The 
raised edges should be ground down, so it is flush 
with the adjacent DT edge.  Damage from 
snowplows was observed at several joints because 
of the raised joint edges. 
 
The joint sealants are in poor condition and the 
majority of the joints are torn and open. The joint 
sealant has exceeded its life expectancy and since 
the joint sealant protects the DT connections from direct moisture contact; all the joint sealants should 
be replaced.  Precast joint sealants exposed to UV rays and daily vehicle traffic typically have a life span 
of approximately 7 years.  A joint replacement program should be implemented based on this useful life 
span. When DT joint sealants are replaced, all exposed DT connections should be reviewed, and if 
necessary, failed welded connections should be repaired.  
 
Spalls have formed at several of the joint edges and around the DT connections.  See photos 5, 6 & 7.  
Each of these spalls should be repaired to recreate a uniform joint edge to install joint sealant too.  Full 
depth repairs will be required at the connections to fully encapsulate the connection and its 
reinforcement.   
 
  

Photo 5 – Pothole and concrete failure at joint edge.  Photo 6 – Concrete joint edge failure at connection.  

Photo 7 – Concrete joint edge failure at connection.  
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DT Stems 
Cracks were observed at several DT stem ends, likely caused by the lack of concrete cover over the 
prestress strands.  See photos 8 & 9.  The cracks should be sounded out for delaminations and if 
delaminated a concrete repair be performed and if not, the cracks can be injected with epoxy.   
 

 
Hi-density rubber bearing pads are placed under the DT stem to provide uniform bearing. At several 
locations the bearing pads have “walked” out of place or have split in half and should be replaced to 
prevent a concrete on concrete bearing condition. See photo 10. In order to repair these conditions, the 
DTs will need to be jacked up slightly to remove/replace the bearing pads. The walking out of the bearing 
pads is the result of the deflection of the DTs under the moving vehicle loads above.   

 
At locations throughout the underside of the elevated level, overhead spalls have formed at the flanges 
and on the stems of the DTs.  See photo 11. Theses spalls pose a hazard to pedestrians and should be 
knocked down and any exposed reinforcement needs to be cleaned of corrosion and coated. Based on 
the condition of the reinforcement and size of the spall; concrete repairs may be required.   
 
  

Photo 10 – DT stem bearing pad “walking out.”  

Photo 8 – Cracking at end of DT stem.  Photo 9 – Cracking at end of DT stem. Note light fixture is 
filled with water. 

Photo 11 – DT stem spalls.   
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DT Flanges  
Full and partial depth cracks within the DT flanges were apparent throughout the parking structure and 
run parallel with the length of the stems.  The full depth cracks can be seen from the underside because 
of efflorescence and staining.  See photo 12.  It appears that the cracks have increased in width and length 
since last time they were epoxy injected because the cracks have cracked through the epoxy cap and the 
cracks extend further from the last epoxy injection port.  See photo 13.  The increase in size of the cracks 
is likely attributed to the continued use of large snow removal equipment overloading the DT flanges.  The 
open cracks allow moisture and chlorides to penetrate through the deck which can cause corrosion of the 
reinforcement within the flanges and the potential of freeze thaw cycles to further deteriorate the flange 
section.  If not repaired the flanges will continue to deteriorate with the potential of a flange failure.   
 

It is recommended that structural cracks be epoxy 
pressure injected and steel supports be installed at 
the underside to provide reinforcement of the 
flanges.  The steel supports will provide additional 
support to the flange.  Non-structural cracks at the 
driving surface should be routed and sealed to 
prevent water infiltration through the flange.   
 
The DT surfaces should be sealed with a concrete 
sealer to prevent moisture and chloride drive 
through the deck surface.  There is surface 
deterioration and scaling of the DTs likely caused by 
freeze thaw and chlorides.  See photo 15 & 16.  The 
effects of freeze/thaw and chlorides along with 
potentially poor-quality concrete exasperate the condition of the deck.  Staining and efflorescence was 
observed at the underside of several DTs indicating that moisture is saturating the deteriorated DT 
surfaces and traveling through cracks.  Extended exposure can weaken and deteriorate the surface 
cement paste which creates an exposed aggregate surface which can then further trap moisture.  The 
most severe areas can be repaired with an epoxy sand overlay.   
 
If the deck surfaces are not repaired and maintained further deterioration will occur which could require 
the complete removal and replacement of several of the DTs.   

Photo 12 – Leak stains and efflorescence at underside of 
deck.  

Photo 13 – Previously epoxy injected cracks.  

Photo 14 – Proposed flange supports.  
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DT Expansion Joints 
Expansion joints are located between the transition between slab on grade and elevated deck and 
between the stair towers and DTs.  The expansion joint between slab on grade and elevated deck has 
failed and will have to be replaced.  The cast-in-place concrete wash at this transition will also have to be 
replaced because it is delaminating. 
 
The expansion joints between the stair towers and DTs are in fair condition and they may be able to 
salvage the joints with minor repairs.  The joints should be regularly cleared of sand and debris from 
prematurely wearing out the expansion joint and increasing the chance of leaking.  
 
DT Pockets 
The DT lifting loop and DT to spandrel/wall 
connection pockets are covered by the perimeter 
CIP wash and could not be inspected.  Though some 
of the top of the connections were exposed.  When 
the CIP wash is repaired, if the pockets are exposed, 
they will be repaired as necessary.   
 
The top of the columns lifting pockets and threaded 
inserts should be sealed to prevent water from 
collecting in the pockets.  There is a potential for 
freeze thaw to crack and damage the tops of the 
columns.  See photo 17.   
 
  

Photo 15 – Staining at underside of deck. 

Photo 17 – Open threaded inserts and deteriorating column 
lifting pocket.  

Photo 16 – Deterioration and scaling of the deck. 
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4.2 Spandrel Beam 
The garage has load bearing spandrels (LBS) along 
the west and east elevations and non-load bearing 
spandrels (NLBS) along the north and south 
elevations of each garage.  The spandrels serve as 
the vehicle and pedestrian barriers.  Maintaining 
the structural integrity of these walls is important 
to ensure that the barrier has adequate strength to 
resist the potential impact of a vehicle.  The LBS 
span between the columns and support the DTs at 
the elevated level.  The NLBS enclose the end of 
each level but do not support any vertical loads 
from the DTs. Both types of spandrel beams serve 
as barriers for vehicles and pedestrians.  Overall the 
spandrels appear to be in good condition. Although 
a low priority, cracks in the spandrels should be 
routed and sealed and lifting pockets on the top of 
the spandrels should be resealed.  
 
The facade consists of precast concrete stair panels and spandrels. The precast panels and spandrels are 
formed with brick infill.  The vertical exterior joint sealants should be replaced along with the joint 
between the columns and spandrels.   
 
4.3 Columns 
The precast concrete columns are generally in good condition with little sign of distress or deterioration.  
The spandrel beams are connected to the columns at each floor with two anchors that are recessed into 
pockets in the spandrels. The connections are protected from exposure to weather and moisture with 
plastic caps installed over these pockets.  
 
4.4 Foundation/Retaining Wall 
A cast-in-place concrete foundation wall extends 
down the center of the garage and is in fair to good 
condition.  The foundation wall retains soil and 
supports the DTs.  Several vertical cracks extend 
through the foundation wall likely because of the 
lack of vertical control joints.  There is some leak 
stains and efflorescence coming through the cracks 
though the leaks did not appear to be active during 
our visit.  The cracks should be monitored for active 
leaks and injected with chemical grout to prevent 
moisture travel and further deterioration of the 
wall.   
 
  

Photo 18 – Overview of precast spandrel. 

Photo 19 – Cracks at retaining wall.   
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4.5 Drainage 
Adequate drainage is critical to the long-term durability of any parking structure. Most damage and 
deterioration to a garage can be traced to moisture infiltration. Removing water from the decks quickly 
and efficiently is the key to reducing maintenance costs and extending the life of the structure.   
 
The parking deck slope towards deck drains located along the foundation wall. The wash (slightly elevated 
surface along the perimeter wall which prevents water from running directly alongside the wall) is in fair 
condition with spalls, cracks and exposed reinforcement observed within the cast-in-place wash.  There 
were a few areas of ponding water where water could not get around the concrete washes to the drains.  
See photo 20.  Additional drains or modifications to the wash may be required to adequately divert water 
to the drains.   
 

 
The drain bodies and leaders were in good condition through many of the drains were clogged with sand 
and debris and should be cleared.  See photo 21.  It is recommended all drains be cleaned of debris, 
including sediment buckets and water tests be performed to confirm that they are free flowing. If the 
drain leaders are clogged, the leaders should be snaked to remove any debris.  A bi-annual maintenance 
program should be implemented to clean out the drains and leaders. A weekly program should be 
implemented to ensure drain grates are not clogged. Once all drains are cleaned and water drains freely, 
we can review the garage for ponding and recommend locations for any additional drains.   
 
4.6 Stair Towers 
Stair towers are located in the northeast and southeast corners of the garage and the walls, landings, 
treads/risers and roof are constructed of precast concrete.  There is no elevator at the garage and all the 
accessible parking should be located on the lower level since the ramp to the upper level is not considered 
ADA accessible because of the slope.  The original drawings indicate a single elevator core with mechanical 
room would be located at the northeast stair though it was never constructed.   
 

Photo 20 – Ponding water in front of wash with drains in the 
background.  

Photo 21 – Leaves and debris around clogged drain.  
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Generally, the stair towers are in good condition though 
there are some spalls around connections that should be 
knocked down and repaired.  Graffiti on the walls is 
common in both stair towers and a few spots throughout 
the garage.   Some of the graffiti has been painted over 
though other areas still remain.  The brick masonry façade 
is in good condition though the sealant control joints have 
failed and need to be replaced.  The glass curtain walls are 
in good condition.  The two doors at the upper and lower 
level of the southeast stair are showing signs of corrosion 
and section loss, the ground level door of the is jammed 
open and could not be closed.  See photo 22.  These doors 
and frames should be replaced.   
 
 
 
There is a minor amount of water infiltration around the upper level door at the northeast stair.  See 
photo 23.  The leak has caused the landing supporting steel to rust.  The water infiltration should be 
stopped by sealing the door sill and the steel cleaned of rust and painted.  There is a tripping hazard from 
the transition of upper level door to the DT, the DT should be ground down to create a uniform transition.   
 

 
The bollards in front of the stair towers should be cleaned of rust and painted and the concrete surrounds 
either be repaired or removed completely.  See photo 24.  The downspouts from the stair tower roof are 
damaged and should be replaced.   
 
  

Photo 23 – Leaks below stair door.     Photo 24 – Bollard located in front of stair.   

Photo 22 – Rusted door and frame. 
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4.7 Lighting and Electrical 
Light poles with two lights each illuminate the 
elevated deck and surface mounted lights 
illuminate the underside of the deck.  A few of the 
lights at the underside deck were missing with 
exposed electrical wiring and several others were 
filled with water.  A light fixture was missing 
adjacent to the vehicle entrance on the exterior of 
the precast spandrel.  The lights filled with water 
were installed directly below the DT joints which 
allows the fixtures to fill with water if a breach in 
the joint sealant occurs.  It is advisable to relocate 
the lights and conduit where there is not a potential 
for them to be directly exposed to water.  It is 
unclear if all of the lights are operational as some 
were on and some were off during our daytime visit.   
 
We are not lighting experts and our opinions are based on the existing conditions and our experience in 
other garages.  The perception of safety is greatly increased with the amount of light and the elimination 
of dark areas.  With this garage serving commuters and visitors who are likely unfamiliar with the area it 
is our opinion that user comfort could be greatly increased by increasing the number of fixtures within 
portions of the garage.  This would require fixing, relocating light fixtures and adding additional fixtures.  
The garage would likely benefit from upgraded lights that are more efficient and provide better light 
distribution throughout the garage.  
 
4.8 Signage and Wayfinding 
The single ramp with two-way traffic is typically an 
easy system to navigate.  The traffic markings on 
the ground are worn away and should be restriped.   
The entrance to the garage has two ‘headache 
bars’ with a max clearance of 8’-2” indicated on the 
bar.  See photo 26.  The bars have been adjusted 
up, so the actual clearance of the bar from the 
ground is 9’-9” and do not correctly hang at 8’-2”.  
The purpose of the headache bars is to notify 
vehicles that they are oversized and should not 
enter the garage. Oversized vehicles have the 
potential to hit the underside of the deck and 
exceed the capacity of the structure.     
 
It is recommended that a series of headache bars be posted within the garage to allow taller vehicles to 
park on the lower level but limit oversized vehicles from driving up the ramp to the elevated deck.  Posted 
weight limits should also be marked in the garage to prevent overloading of the structure from heavy 
vehicles.  These posted weight limits should also be understood and reviewed annually by the snowplow 
operators.   
 

Photo 26 – Headache bars at vehicle entrance.  

Photo 25 – Exposed wiring and rusting conduit.  
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4.9 Snow Removal 
Snow removal has been an issue in the garage because it has been reported that a large front-end loader 
has been used to remove snow from the elevated deck.  The front-end loader combined with the weight 
of snow can exceed the capacity of the DTs which is shown by the cracking of the flanges and worse could 
have resulted in failure of the flange.  The use of large snow removal equipment cannot continue at the 
elevated deck.  A structural analysis has not been completed on this garage, but a typical weight 
restrictions of equipment and vehicle is limited to 8,000 pounds on elevated decks such as this.  Larger 
snow removal equipment can clear the lowest level and ramp but should not be allowed on the elevated 
deck.   
 
We recommend closely monitoring the stockpiling of snow as it is being removed since excessive 
quantities can overload the DTs.  Stockpiling should be a temporary condition until the snow can be safely 
removed from the roof deck.  Stockpiling can also increase the chances of leaks in the joint systems and 
increase the risk of freeze-thaw damage by saturating the deck.   
 
We also recommend that these additional winter restrictions be followed:  
 A snow removal plan must be in place and posted, describing proper plowing technique, addressing 

issues of speed, blade angle, blade type, skid plates and down pressure. 
 All plow blades and skid plate covers must be made of plastic or rubber. 
 Mechanical removal of frozen snow or ice build-up is prohibited. Proper snow melting equipment and 

deicing materials can be used to resolve problem areas. 
 Deicing chemicals shall be limited to calcium magnesium acetate (CMA), magnesium chloride (MAG), 

or ureas. Sodium chloride (rock salt) or calcium chloride is not recommended as it contributes to deck 
deterioration. 

 Deck drains must always be kept free and clear and additional drains should be added at areas of 
ponding water. 

 All horizontal surfaces shall be kept clean of sand and debris by power washing or vacuuming a 
minimum of twice yearly, once in the spring and again in the fall. 

 
4.10 Patron Security 
Security has become, in the recent years, a hot topic in parking structure design.  The perception of these 
facilities as unsafe has been facilitated by the media but, you are more likely to be a victim of a crime in 
your home then in a parking structure. The garage is not very active and the immediate area around the 
garage does not see a lot of pedestrian traffic.  We provide the following information to increase your 
awareness of the potential security issues and to update you on the current industry security issues.   
 
Elevations of both stair towers are shown previously. The towers are generally open with large curtain 
walls exposed to the exterior.  It would be preferable from a safety standpoint that these stairways be 
completely open; however, there are limited places within the stair towers for people to hide. With the 
visibility from the outside the stair towers appear to be relatively safe.   
 
Security cameras and emergency call boxes were not observed around the stair towers.  We do believe 
that the addition of emergency call boxes and security cameras would be a benefit to the security of the 
garage patrons.    
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This parking structure is generally open with the exception along the lower level of the garage near the 
foundation wall. The lighting fixtures do not appear to illuminate portions of the decks adequately as 
noted previously.  Donald R. Monahan, co-author of the book Parking Structures notes in his chapter on 
lighting; “Lighting is not only the most critical element in reducing crime; it is also a major contributor to 
the user’s perception of security and safety”. The lighting industry has made several advances in the last 
decade in illumination and energy efficiency.  See Section 4.7 for additional information and comments 
on the garage lighting.  
 
Standpipes are located in the garage and the system should be tested and inspected periodically to ensure 
they are in working condition.  Fire extinguishers were not present in the garage. Although they are not 
required, it would be beneficial to have them located on each level.     
 
4.11 Maintenance 
Maintenance is the key to the longevity of any structure, but it is even more important in a parking 
structure that is open to the natural elements and susceptible to the de-icing salts and water brought in 
by vehicles. Many of the deck drains appeared to be clogged, with ponding water/sand and sediment 
around the drain and should be cleared.   
 
There are many maintenance items that can be regularly completed without shutting down the entire 
facility. One of these could be a weekly walk through the facility to ensure that all the drains and lines are 
operating correctly. We recommend that the drains be regularly inspected, as eliminating water from the 
decks is important to extending the use of this structure. During our review of the facility we noted several 
locations where the drains were impeded by debris. Regular inspections can also be made for cracks in 
the concrete decks and leaks in the joint sealants. Effective waterproofing of the decks is crucial to 
minimizing internal corrosion, which can lead to future structural issues. The parking structures should 
swept and pressure washed bi-annually at a minimum to remove de-icing salts and debris from the deck 
surface.   
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5 – TESTING 
As part of our assessment of this structure we performed a series of tests to establish a base of the current 
condition and potential for future deterioration.  
 
5.1 Chloride Ion Content  
Chloride ion content testing was performed to determine the potential for reinforcement corrosion. The 
testing was performed at different locations. As part of our assessment of this structure we collected 
powder samples from 3 locations for testing. At each location we removed a powder samples at depths 
of 0 to 1”, 1” to 2” and 2” to 3”. This method provides an indication of the depth of chloride penetration 
into the precast concrete. Each of the powder samples were sent to a lab to test for chloride content.  
 
Although chlorides are commonly thought to be the sole instigator of corrosion, it cannot act alone. The 
concrete pH, water, the amount of oxygen getting to the reinforcement and the presence of voids around 
the reinforcement all contribute to the rate at which the reinforcement corrodes. The establishment of a 
chloride content that will initiate corrosion or the “threshold” is very difficult to define. ACI recommends 
that the chloride content of new concrete be limited to 0.06 percent and 0.15 percent by weight of 
cement. They also state that “it is generally believed that the corrosion threshold is a chloride ion content 
of 0.2 percent by weight of cement”. This equates to approximately 1.1 pounds/cubic yard (lbs/cy) of 
concrete. 
 
From the testing results outlined below there are high chloride levels within the precast DTs extending 
down to where the reinforcement is located.  The high levels of chlorides are likely from the overuse of 
deicing chemicals such as sodium chloride (rock salt) or calcium chloride which is not recommended as it 
contributes to deck deterioration.  The City should utilize a less corrosive deicing chemical as outlined 
above.  Continual use of sodium/calcium chlorides will further deteriorate the precast surfaces to a point 
where the precast DTs could require replacement at some point in the future.   

Table 5.1      
  Chloride Content   
Sample Depth (in) % Sample Weight lbs/cy Threshold   
CL-1 0-1 0.329 12.9 1.1 Exceeds 
  1-2 0.344 13.5 1.1 Exceeds 
 2-3 0.189 7.4 1.1 Exceeds 
CL-2 0-1 0.168 6.6 1.1 Exceeds 
  1-2 0.043 1.7 1.1 Exceeds 
  2-3 0.005 0.2 1.1 OK 
CL-3 0-1 0.291 11.4 1.1 Exceeds 
  1-2 0.261 10.2 1.1 Exceeds 
 2-3 0.107 4.2 1.1 Exceeds 

 
5.2 Chain Drag 
Chain dragging is performed by dragging a chain across the concrete decks to determine areas of concrete 
delamination. Historically we have not seen significant delamination’s in precast/prestressed concrete 
decks because of the high density and quality of the concrete. Concrete delamination’s were found in the 
CIP wash along the perimeter of the garage and are further discussed in the paragraphs above. 
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6 – FINDINGS AND REPAIR RECOMMENDATIONS  
 
Overall, we found the garage to be in poor to fair condition.  There are numerous durability issues in the 
garage that we recommend repairing in order to address existing structural issues, stop further water 
infiltration through the garage and prevent future structural problems.  It does not appear that there has 
been a comprehensive repair program since the garage was constructed in 2004.  Deferred maintenance 
unfortunately can lead to more extensive and costly repairs in the future.  We would recommend that the 
elevated deck continue to be closed until the high priority repairs are completed.  The City of Augusta has 
indicated that they would like to put out repair drawings and technical specifications out to bid by Fall of 
2020 for work to start in the Spring of 2021.  We have prioritized the recommended repairs into three 
categories as follows:   
 
High Priority Repairs:  We recommend that these items be completed to address the critical structural 
supporting elements and life safety items. After these items are complete the upper level can be reopened 
to vehicular and pedestrian traffic.   

 Rout and seal precast DT non-structural cracks 
 Gravity feed and epoxy crack inject DT flange cracks 
 Install overhead flange supporting steel at cracked flanges 
 Repair spalled DT joint edges 
 Grind down DT to DT edge tripping hazards. 
 Replace expansion joint from slab on grade ramp to elevated deck 
 Repair DT-DT shear connections 
 Replace all DT joint sealants 
 Reinstall slipping DT bearing pads 
 Repair potholes and delaminated/spalled concrete in DT surfaces 
 Install headache bar at entrance to elevated deck 
 Clear clogged drains and remove all debris from deck surfaces 

 
Moderate Priority Repairs:  These items are important to prevent further water and chloride infiltration 
and the acceleration of on-going deterioration and durability issues. We recommend that they be 
addressed in a reasonable time frame, but less urgent in nature than the items listed above: 

 Repair/replace delaminated CIP concrete washes 
 Repair cracks/spalls in DT stems 
 Replace sealant around columns and spandrels 
 Repair DT lifting loops pockets 
 Seal top of column and spandrel lifting loop pockets and column extension pockets 
 Apply concrete sealer and corrosion inhibitor to DT surfaces 
 Restripe all deck markings 
 Pavement and slab on grade pothole repairs 
 Install additional drains at areas of ponding 
 Replace cracked/broken/leaking drain leaders 
 Replace/relocate lighting 
 Repair exposed electrical wiring 
 Repair spalls in stair tower wall and stair framing 
 Replace stair door and frames 
 Repair expansion joints around stair tower 
 Replace stair tower vertical sealant joints 
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Low Priority Repairs:  These items are either cosmetic in nature or not critical to the parking structure. 
Nonetheless, they are important for overall maintenance reasons: 

 Crack inject foundation walls at leaking cracks  
 Clean the façade 
 Clean prime and paint bollards 
 Clean prime and paint stair handrails and steel elements 
 Replace joint sealant in stair tower  
 Replace stair tower roof downspouts 
 Remove graffiti some stair tower wall surfaces 

 
Early identification of potential issues is important to extending the service life of the parking garage and 
reducing the quantity and cost of future repairs. The above repairs are recommended in addition to and 
not as a replacement of the preventative maintenance program. The maintenance program includes 
preventative tasks completed on a daily, weekly, monthly or yearly basis such as sweeping/washing the 
decks, cleaning floor drains, inspecting the sealant joints and many other items. 
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7 – OPINION OF PROBABLE REPAIR COSTS 

It is our opinion that the present value of the probable construction cost to perform the repairs identified 
during our visual review is approximately $672k. Included in this probable cost are an assumed 10% 
contingency and a 15% contractor mobilization/general conditions cost. A breakdown of the opinion of 
probable repair costs by garage level is presented in Table 1 of the Appendix A. This cost does not include 
the ongoing preventative maintenance program discussed above nor consulting or engineering fees 
associated with repair documents. A large portion of the cost to repair the garage is related to the cracked 
flanges which represents approximately 33% of the probable repair cost.   
 
After the initial repairs are completed an annual maintenance and repair budget should be implemented 
to address leaks in the joint sealant and perform any deck repairs that may arise.  The ten-year plan was 
developed based on garage structures of similar age and condition. 
 
8 – CLOSING 
We trust that this report addresses your concerns regarding this facility at this time.  We recommend that 
every five years that a garage structure review, condition assessment and cost estimate update be 
performed so that we can track and evaluate how the garage has performed over its lifetime and how you 
can prepare for the remainder of its lifespan. If you have any questions regarding the contents of this 
report, please do not hesitate to contact us. 
 
It has been a pleasure to work with the City of Augusta on this project and we look forward to working 
with you to plan for the restoration of this facility.  



Appendix A
Table 1 - Opinion of Probable Costs

Project: Dickman Parking Garage

W.O.: AC19065

Date: 10/25/19

Discount Rate (%) 5

Year Repair Description Costs
1 Knock down all loose overhead spalls (To be performed internally) $0
2019-2020 Sweep and pressure wash all deck surfaces (To be performed internally) $0

Clear all clogged drains and plumbing $5,000
Subtotal $5,000
10% Contingency $500
15% Mobilization/equipment $750

Year 1 Total $6,250
Year 1 Future Cost $6,250

2 Joint sealant and grind joint edge repairs $38,400
2021 Concrete deck/wash, joint edge and crack chase repair $58,640

Epoxy crack injection $100,650
Overhead steel supporting flanges $127,500
Overhead DT spall repairs/bearing pad replacement $45,925
Concrete sealer $16,100
DT-DT connection repairs $7,500
Expansion joint repairs $8,750
Install headache bars $4,500
Clear clogged drains and install additional drains $11,000
Repair electrical and replace lighting $36,000
Spandrel, column and DT pocket repairs $7,500
Replace stair door and frames $10,000
Repair stair expansion joint $3,650
Repair bollards $3,500
Repair stair tower concrete spalls $4,000
Stair tower interior/exterior joint sealant replacement $1,400
Paint interior stair handrails and miscellaneous steel $3,500
Remove graffiti within stair tower $2,500
Replace stair tower downspouts $2,000
Restripe deck markings $5,000
Façade and column sealant replacement $2,184
Crack inject foundation wall $12,000
Subtotal $512,199
10% Contingency $51,220
15% Mobilization/equipment $76,830

Year 2 Total $640,249
Year 2 Future Cost $672,261

3 Miscellaneous repairs $15,000
2022 Subtotal $15,000

10% Contingency $1,500
15% Mobilization/equipment $2,250

Year 3 Total $18,750
Year 3 Future Cost $20,672

4 Miscellaneous repairs $15,000
2023 Subtotal $15,000

10% Contingency $1,500
15% Mobilization/equipment $2,250

Year 4 Total $18,750
Year 4 Future Cost $21,705

5 Miscellaneous repairs $15,000
2024 Subtotal $15,000

10% Contingency $1,500
15% Mobilization/equipment $2,250

Year 5 Total $18,750
Year 5 Future Cost $22,791

6 Miscellaneous repairs $15,000
2025 Subtotal $15,000

10% Contingency $1,500
15% Mobilization/equipment $2,250

Year 6 Total $18,750
Year 6 Future Cost $23,930
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7 Miscellaneous repairs $15,000
2026 Subtotal $15,000

10% Contingency $1,500
15% Mobilization/equipment $2,250

Year 7 Total $18,750
Year 7 Future Cost $25,127

8 Joint sealant replacement $38,400
2027 Miscellaneous repairs $12,500

Subtotal $50,900
10% Contingency $5,090
15% Mobilization/equipment $7,635

Year 8 Total $63,625
Year 8 Future Cost $89,527

9 Miscellaneous repairs $15,000
2028 Subtotal $15,000

10% Contingency $1,500
15% Mobilization/equipment $2,250

Year 9 Total $18,750
Year 9 Future Cost $27,702

10 Miscellaneous repairs $15,000
2029 Subtotal $15,000

10% Contingency $1,500
15% Mobilization/equipment $2,250

Year 10 Total $18,750
Year 10 Future Cost $29,087

Anticipated Total Cost For Completing Repairs $841,374

Future Total Cost For Completing Repairs $939,053
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Dr. David Lee Gress, Ph.D., P.E. 
Consulting Engineer 

14 Sewall Road 
Portsmouth, New Hampshire 03801 

Phone 603-661-0121 
Fax 603-862-2364 
david.gress@unh.edu 

 

October 16, 2019 
  
Mr. Joshua Martin-McNaughton. P.E., Associate 

Thornton Tomasette/ Becker Structural Engineers 

75 York Street 

Portland, ME 04101 

 

Project:  Dickman Garage, Augusta Maine  

Project Number: unknown 

 

Dear Mr. Martin-McNaughton: 

As per your request the chloride analysis of 9 concrete powder samples from your Dickman 

Parking Garage located in Augusta Maine has been completed.  The report follows: 

 

Chloride Testing 

 

Chloride testing was done as per the testing criteria of ASTM C1152/C1152M-04e1, Standard 

Test Method for Acid-Soluble Chloride in Mortar and Concrete. Chloride contents were 

determined specifically as per the procedures outlined in ASTM Standard Test Methods for 

Chemical Analysis of Hydraulic Cement, Section 19 Chloride (Reference Test Method).  Table 1 

presents the chloride contents of the powder samples in percent by dry weight of the powdered 

concrete.  
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Respectfully submitted, 

 

David Gress 

 

 

Table 1 Chloride content in percent by dry weight of the powder concrete samples. 

 

Location Depth Percent Chloride 
TC #1 0 to 1 0.329 

 1 to 2 0.344 
 2 to 3 0.189 

TC #2 0 to 1 0.168 
 1 to 2  0.0425 
 2 to 3 0.0045 

TC#3 0 to 1 0.291 
 1 to 2  0.261 
 2 to 3 0.107 

 

 

 


